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(URRENTPER-SP - , ' 'EGlVES on language policy suggest that, 111 order to be effective, govern-
t
111entalplanning efforts must be consistent with a given community's language prac-
Ices and b lief , ' I. ' e le s along with other contextual forces that are 111 pay (Spolsky 2(04)
;.'nd that official language policies make up only one aspect of what is often a deeply
Ooted system of overt and covert practices and beliefs of both government bodies
and· .
Cl- , c,ommunlty members (Shohamy 20(6). This chapter reports on a three-and-
half-yea If' ' ' I I' I G Ide ,r- ong survey 0 members ofa specific commumty III t le [IS 1 ae taeht to
.tern-lIne how language revitalization efforts by the state have affected the language
Q.[ctctH.:esf ' ' 'I b
I
. . ,0' community members. This study draws attention to a rmsmatc 1 etween
n~ , ' .national language policy and the apparent language policy ofa Gaeltacht eom-.:unlty with regard to Official Standard Irish and its role in language revitalization
~;~ al,lalyzes the ways ,in which government policies--:-specifically the development
th na,tlonal standard for the language-have paradoxically affected the language 111
e Muscrai Gaeltacht region.
s (Since its foundation in 1922, the Irish state has sought to influence the belief
ystems' I' h-sneak i .' d . I
I
" . 111 ns -speaking communities which had experience a massive anguage
811h fi' , ' '.'
II
TOm Irish to English. -The focus has been on both Irish language attitudes and
sage .!. patterns. The goals of stale planning efforts have been concentrated on revers-
~lg the declining use of Irish as the primary commllnity language and revitalizing it
l1~r Use both by the traditional community of speakers and as a tit medium for all the
11eeds of a modern state. The strengthening of the status of Irish in the speaker corn-
1unlty' d h . , b, ' II I' h If an t e expansion of Its domains of usage nanona y MS t us a ways been a
llndam I' 'I I h 'fa. enta pillar of the Irish national language Ideo ogy, a tough the practice of
t' IInulating specific language policies has varied in scope and application through
l~n1e,The national ideological commitment to Irish revival is particularly clear in
:ll1guage in education policies from the 1920s and 1930s, including making Irish
(~~lPubory in primary schools as well as for the postprimary Leaving Certificate
,,, ...:lIy 2002, 18). A move toward Irish medium education nationally in the first thirty
JCi:lrs f .'
, 0 statehood meant that just under one-third of schools were teaching through
-~
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Irish only by the late 19305. When this number peaked in the 1950s, a further
one-fourth of schools were teaching some subjects through the Irish medium (0
Riagain 1997, 16).
The cultivation of the Irish language in the Gaeltacht population served as a ~
source to fuel the national policy. One policy initiative that shows this clearly was
the establishment from 1927 to 1960 of dedicated secondary schools, Colaisti Ull-·
mhuchain (preparative colleges) in the Gaeltacht, These schools fed the primary
teacher training colleges so that up to 50 percent of trainees should be native Irish
speakers (Kelly 2002, 69), which was hugely disproportionate to the number of na-
tive Irish speakers in the general population. National language policy, as experi-
enced in the ideology behind legislation but also as a manifestation of majority pub-
lic opinion, differs subtly from Gaeltacht community policy in the mechanisms of
language management employed. When there are mismatches, often unseen but with
potentially conflictual consequences, the national policy has always had the stronger
position.
National Language Policy and the Gaeltacht
There have been a number of distinct periods of national language policy since the
19205, which can be tracked by changes in the state's practice with regard to educa-
tional planning and provision, Gaeltacht administration structures, and Irish lan-
guage broadcasting in particular, all of which reflect both government politics ltUg
majority public opinion on these questions CO hlfearnuin 20(0). The state's early lan-
guage ideology was rooted in national language revivalism, and so official responsi-
bility for the Gaeltacht and language questions was dispersed throughout all depart-
ments of government and' state agencies, While departments that physically had a
presence in the Gaeltacht, such as the ministries responsible for agriculture, fisheries,
and forestry, were particularly concerned with language issues, the brief included all




As a result of the Gacltacht Commission's report of 1926, tl.e government recog-
nized areas where approximately 80 percent or more of the population spoke Irish as
beingjior-Ghaeltacht (true Gaeltacht). It was intended that these areas should be ad-
ministered through Irish alone and that all education would also be in Irish only.
Surrounding areas where lnsh was spoken by more than 25 percent of the popula-
tion were called breuc-Ghaeltacht (partial Gaeltachr), where administration and ed-
ucation was to be developed rapidly toward Irish-medium provision. The rest of the
country was an area targeted for full language revival rather than language preserva-
tion and development. The underlying ideology was one ofa beliefin language revi-
talization at the national level, with more or less specific plans according to the pres-
ence oflrish as a community language at the local level. These geographic divisions
were not meant to be set in stone but to change in favor of Irish, the breac:
Ghaeltacht and the rest of the country to become fior-Ghaeltacht in the course of
time.
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ENDANGERING lANGUAGE VITALITY THROUGH INSTITUTIONAl DEVELOPMENT
I 956-Present
A full Department of the Gaeltacht, Roinn na Gaeftachta, was set up in 1956. Since
then the administration and development of the Gaeltacht has been the direct respon-
Slbillty of a named government ministry, currently a major division of the Depart-
ment of Con un unity, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs. A dedicated state development au-
thority, Udaras na Gaeltachta (The Gaeltacht Authority), was created in 1979. Until
~tbecame the remit of a particular ministry, the Gaeltacht was geographically defined
In a loose yet potentially dynamic way.
Extracting the Gaeltacht from national language policy and defining it for the fo-
CUsedlanguage management purposes of a named government ministry in 1956 was
not a simple task. As the result of policy being dispersed to all areas of government,
111 the Course of the thirty years between the report of the Gaeltacht Commission
(926) and the setting up of the ministry for the Gaeltacht, a multitude of definitions
of the Gaeltacht had evolved. A memorandum prepared for the government dated
January 19, 1956 (National Archives, Department of the Taoiseach, SI5811 A), sug-
gests that as many as twelve different understandings of where the Gaeltacht was to
be found were in circulation at the time, from the first official usage that is contained
in the Local Offices and Appointments (Gaeltacht) Order, 1928, through various acts
on hoUSing, school meals, vocational education, to the different operating stmctures
of the Garda Siochana and the Defence Forces. The Gaeltacht was only first offi-
Cially defined in 1956 by the Gaeltacht Areas Order (Statutory Instrument no.
~45! 1956) for the purpose of giving Roinn na Gaeltachta a precise geographical def-
Inition of its operational area.
The Gaeltacht Areas Order is based on the townland as a unit, being the tradi-
tional rural land division that most of the population recognize, and lists these as
whole or parts of the smallest administrative areas used by the state, the district elec-
toral divisions, as "determined to be Gaeltacht areas for the purposes of the Ministers
and Secretaries (Amendment) Act, 1956 (No. 21 of J 956)," being the act that set up
the Gaeltacht ministry. Although public opinion in Ireland generally assumes that the
Gaeltacht was defined as those areas where Irish was the primary community lan-
guage, this definition is hard to sustain under close examination. Indeed, although the
reason for existence of the Gaeltacht as a statutory area is linguistic, from 1956 it was
far from being an exclusively Irish-speaking or even bilingual community. The area
It encompassed contains many townlands where Irish was certainly spoken but as a
111inoritylanguage.
, The Gaeltacht area, so defined, was a result of a special language census of
households that were deemed to be in the Gaeltacht in 1956 by one or more of the
dozen or so definitions that had been identified as being in use. This special census,
baSically a report by the house to house enumerators who collected the general cen-
sus of population forms that year, was then further verified by selected reexarnina-
nOn visits by three specially selected school inspectors and further referral to govern-
ment experts. The original draft of the Gaeltacht map (available in the National
ArChives) prepa;:edon September 8, 1956, included core areas where Irish speakers
were in a clear majority, typically surrounded by larger areas that were recom-
mended to be kept under review for potential inclusion. As such, the proposed
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definition of the Gaeltacht prepared internally for the government already recog-
nized that language ideology and management were the driving forces in describing
the Gaeltacht rather than the more objective criteria of actual language ability and
practice. When the government's order was enacted, on September 21, 1956, nearly
all the "potential areas" were included, as were some contiguous townlands that had
not previously. even been considered for possible inclusion. The only exclusions
from the original draft were isolated townlands where Irish was observed to have
been spoken as a native language but that were not contiguous to core Gaeltacht ar-
eas, a fact that further confirms the Gaeltacht boundaries to be driven by policy for
area language management, or the intention to develop such plans rather than being
simply linguistic reservations for the management ofa residual bilingual population
Ideologies behind the Mapping of the Gaeltacht
The inclusion of the linguistically peripheral areas was not entirely cynical or illogi-
cal. Most of the secondary schools were located in these areas, as they tended to be in
the villages and small towns that were population centers where the English language
had made most advances since the mid-nineteenth century. Equally, inclusion of such
areas meant that many parishioners were not separated from their churches, and
sports fields and other amenities remained within the jurisdiction of the Gaeltacht and
so could benefit from subsidy and improvement as amenities for the Irish-speakinf
population. All this sought to maintain the rural communities to which the Irish-
speaking communities belonged and to bring them under one government ministry re-
sponsible for their economic and social development, which were seen as the primary
contexts for linguistic preservation and expansion. The central, though slightly am-
biguous status of Irish as a community language, particularly in the geographical
margins of the core Gaeltacht areas, was confirmed by the wording used by the gov-
ernment when further extending the Gaeltacht boundary to some adjacent areas in
1967,1974, and 1982 (Statutory Instruments 20011967, 19211974, and 350/1982):
"Whereas the areas specified in the Schedule to this Order are substantially Irish
speaking areas or areas contiguous thereto which, in the opinion of the Government,
ought to be included in the Gaeltacht with a view to preserving and extending the use
of Irish as a vernacular language."
The emphasis is plainly on the Gacltacht as a planning area where Irish is to be
preserved and extended, even to areas that are contiguous to areas where it is spoken
by a substantial part of the population.
The official Gaeltacht thus has a complex relationship with Irish. It contains re-
gions where Irish is still a major, ifnot entirely domini nt, community language and
others where' Irish is only the first language of a very small percentage of the local
population. Gaeltaeht community language policy, being the people's beliefs about
and practices with regard to Irish, to English, to bilingualism, and to language ques-
tions generally, and specifically the status and roles of the languages, is a multifac- '
eted combination of the national process of language shift toward English that haS
taken place, the communities' own conscious or accidental bucking of the trend, and
the region's position as the target of specific language pol icies sinee the foundation
of the Irish state. Although both the local communities of the Gaeltacht and the
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majority of the Irish public have as a common goal the preservation and promotion of
Irish, an analysis of several aspects of state policy reveals a divergence between the
language policy of the local speech communities and that of the national collective
(,i.e., the state and majority public opinion), particularly with regard to the role and
fonn of the standard national language and to the practice of bilingualism at home
~nd school (6 hlfearuain 2(07). As a result of underlying differences in language
Ideology, these subtle mismatches between the de facto language policy of many
Irish speakers in the Gaeltacht and the rest of the population may have actually rein-
forced the pattern of linguistic decline in a covert way, in Shohamy's (2006) terms,
COunterto the apparent desires of community and state. The following discussion is
based on the hypothesis that positive language development in the Gaeltacht and
throughout the nation requires consensus between language planners and individual
cOmmunity members on the cultivation of the linguistic ambitions of speakers and
potential speakers of Irish and on the target variety or varieties of the language that
can be cultivated for this purpose. The discussion is based on fieldwork between the
sUmmer of 2000 and the spring of 2004 in the Muscrai Gaeltacht region in the south-
western province of Munster and an analysis of the ideology behind the official stan-
dard language, an Caighdean Oifigiuil.
TheMuscrai Gaeltacht Study
MllScrai provides an example of a small Gaeltacht region where the community use
of Irish is under great pressure from growing English language dominance. Its
wesfern town lands around Cuil Aodha and north of Beal Atha an Ghaorthaidh were
unquestionably in the' Gaeltacht according to the early 1956 government report,
while the rest were originally in the "potential inclusion" category, and some east-
ern townlands were simply added on the publication of the Gaeltacht Areas Order.
The area was expanded in 1982 to include remaining parts of a parish on its eastern
border. Muscrai is a landlocked mountainous area on the Cork side of the boundary
between Counties Cork and Kerry. The area had a population of3,401 according to
the 2002 Census of Ireland (CSO 2(04). Some 2,707 or 79.6 percent of the total
POpulation claimed to be able to speak Irish on census day, but only 1,207 (35.5
percent) said they did so on a daily basis (table 8.1). The area can be divided into
four linguistic zones consistent with the percentage of daily users of Irish according
to the census, and these areas correspond closely to local perceptions of language
Vitality in the area.
Fieldwork for this study was conducted over three and half years. The first thi rty
n10nths, from the summer of2000 to the spring of2003, were spent gathering data by
a quantitativc questionnaire, which was followed by qualitative interviews with se-
lected informants from the quantitative study. The project investigated the language
abilities, practices, and ideologies of fluent Irish speakers in the region, not those of
the opulation as a whole. It is thus not methodologically wholly comparable to the
worK of 6 Riagain (1992), conducted in the Corca Dhuibhne Gaeltacht region in
kerry, further to the west, in the 1980s, which was based on a sample of the whole
POpulation, including Irish speakers and non-Irish speakers and concentrated on the
dYnamics of language transmission from parents and the broader community. The
Copyright 2008 by Georgetown University Press
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~j Table 8.1
Population Claiming Ability to Speak Irish in Muscrai (percent)
'AJo><'ltfIloh- -..._, ~.- ~15-19 Years 20-29 Years 30-44 Years 45-59 Years 60+ Years
Cuil Aodha 100 91.4 84 70.3 91.3
(64) (48.3 ) (49.4 ) (46) (40.2)
Beal Atha an 98.6 90.6 79.9 75.9 78.7
Ghaorthaidh (65.8) (22.9) (51.1) (28.3) (27.4)
Baile Mhic ire 95.5 83.7 79 76.8 84.4
(59.8) (13.2) (26.7) (25.8) (28.7)
Cill na Martra 81.4 78.6 73 67.7 72.2
(42.4 ) (12.6) (12.8) ( 14.5) (15.2)
,.-_'<#._.'110. .....-_.... _ :'-',,",,-..>-11,,,,,,:,',_,,," """"""'1'<"" "' .... "'''',~. _~.-H,"", ',_: ____ ;"
Table 8.2
Doily Speakers of Irish in Each Area within the Muscrai Gaeltacht (Census of Population 2002) and the Numbers in the
Valid Survey._""'---- ~. -~ ...._.....",_,~ ._""""",,;;,*""NY«- 'h;N"~"'" '''.''"'''''' __ ... ,.....-.;;,..,~,Io,;,;;''.·~
Age Group (years)
Region 15-19 20-29 30-44 45-59 60+
Cui I Aodha
Census 25 28 40 34 37
Survey: 56 8 17 10 7 14
Beal Atha an Ghaorthaidh
Census 48 22 64 41 45
Survey: 89 15 17 25 13 19
Baile Mhic lre
Census 67 25 65 69 66
Survey: 75 16 9 21 17 12
Cillna Martra
Census 25 13 25 18 23
Survey: 19 7 3 4 3 2. < - .",~
Source: Census Statistics from Special Tabulation by the Central Statistics Office,
Source: Special Calculation by Central Statistics Office from Census 2002.
Note: The percentage who say they use the language daily is given in parentheses.
quantitative questionnaire did, however, take many elements of 6 Riagain's as its
core subject matter.
The initial aim was to interview one-third of all the daily Irish speakers in the
area over fifteen years old, in proportion to their distribution by age group and gen-
der. Broadly speaking, this was achieved (table 8.2), although it was difficult to lo-
cate enough fluent Irish speakers to complete the quota in the eastern area where the
language was least used, and some oversarnpling occurred in circumstances where
the number of very fluent speakers was shown to be much higher than the number
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who claimed to use the language daily in the census. A total of 239 valid question-
naIres were completed. They were conducted face-to-face by the author and local
fieldwork assistants in interviews in Irish that lasted between twenty minutes and
several hours. The sample was built using the snowballing, or friend-of-a-friend
technique, whereby local knowledge enabled us to make initial contact in each age
Cohort in each subarea, and then informants suggested the names of others, who were
Interviewed until the quota was reached. This is a very effective way to engage with a
very small population, and nobody who was approached to complete the quantitative
questionnaire refused to cooperate. The resultant data reflect the attitudes and prac-
trees of a significant proportion of the most fluent regular speakers of Irish in this
Gaeltacht area.
trisn Speakers ill Mllscrai
According to these findings, the strongest Irish-speaking areas within Muscrai are
the communities to the northwest (Cuil Aodha) and southwest (Beal Atha an Ghaor-
thaidh) of the region. The Cuil Aodha area has a population of 438 and is the stron-
gest Irish-speaking community, with some 83.3 percent who claim to speak Irish,
246 or 56.2 percent of whom say they do so on a daily basis. Beal Atha an
Ghaorthaidh is a village and surrounding mountainous countryside with a population
of 863, where some 40.6 percent claim to use Irish on a daily basis. The practice of
intergenerational transmission is under great pressure in Beal Atha an Ghaorthaidh,
all informants in the present study placing great importance on schooling and social
clubs in maintaining Irish as a community language among the young. The school-
going populations of these two areas, although physically in proximity, rarely meet
as they attend their local primary schools and then postprirnary schools in Baile
Bhuirne and Beal Atha an Ghaorthaidh, respectively. As a result, the small group of
thirty-nine Irish speakers in the fifteen- to nineteen-year-old cohort from Cuil Aodha
and the seventy-two in Beal Atha an Ghaorthaidh (table 8.1) remain linguistically
isolated. To the east of these two core areas lies Baile Bhuirne/Baile Mhic ire, an ur-
banized area on the main Cork to Killarney road, with a population of 1,297 and
SOme 34.4 percent daily Irish speakers. Further east and to the south lies a fourth area
In the electoral divisions of Cill na Martra, Doire Finin, and Ceann Droma, where
only 25.7 percent of the 820 people claim to use Irish daily, a percentage that drops in
SOme parts among certain age groups.
The Muscraf region is clearly a bilingual community where Irish is under great
pressure as a community language, but it is also one that played an important role in
the revival movement of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Many revival-
Ists attended summer colleges in the area. Father Peadar Ua Laoghaire, born locally,
Was one of many writers from the area and one of the leaders of the caint na ndaoine
(Speech of the people) movement that established the basis of the Irish language and
literature revival on the contemporary language of the nati ve speakers rather than on
the earlier literary variety. The Irish Folklore Commission, founded in 1935, also col-
lected a large amount or material from storytellers and tradition bearers in all parts of
Muscrai, proving the vigor and scope of the Irish language oral tradition in this area in
cOmparatively recent times. The regional variety of Irish is, however, perceived
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locally as significantly distant from the standard language, particularly with regard to
verbal forms, vocabulary, and syntax.
Children's Language Competence
Parents of pupils of school age during the survey believed that their children had a
reasonably good command of both Irish and English, although more felt that their
English was "very good" compared with their Irish (table 8.3, cf. 6 Curnain 20(7).
\ .
Irish as a Home Language
Unlike some other recent studies (6 Giollagain 2002, 20(5), this research did not
seek to categorize Gaeltacht Irish speakers as native or neonati vc speakers along an-
thropological grounds according to the language of their parents or the length of time
that their families had been in the area. Instead, the aim was to collect data on the
practices of fluent speakers in this Gaeltacht region, and informants were included
based on residency in the area and their competence to use Irish fluently and well
enough to discuss some quite sophisticated sociolinguistic issues. The questionnaire
and interview thus performed a gate function in selecting highly competent language
users. Only a handful of informants were not originally from the area, and all had ties
to the region through family or marriage. Informants were asked to say which lan-
guage or combination of languages they learnt first at home. There was a marked dif-
ference between those in the fifteen- to nineteen-year-old category and those over
twenty years old. Only 28 percent of the younger informants, most of whom were in
their final year at school or had left school the previous year, thought that they had
learnt Irish first, while 52 percent thought that English was the first language or dom-
inant language in their youth. Although still a significant proportion, only 26 percent
of those over twenty years old thought that English was their only or dominant first
language, 37 percent saying that Irish was their first language, and a further 37 per-
cent saying that they spoke both at home. Only a few individuals in the sixty plus age
group of Irish speakers claimed to have spoken English or a mixture of the two lan-
guages as their first language.
It is not appropriate to describe the younger speakers as semi speakers. In her
studies of Scottish Gaelic communities in northeastern Scotland, Nancy Dorian
(1981, 107) describes semi speakers as not being fully proficient in Gaelic, their
speech being marked by what the fully fluent speakers described as "mistakes."
While one could argue that the younger speakers in this study were semi speakers of
Muscrai dialect Irish, they were for the most part very articulate in Irish, and while
their speech style might not be as rich in idiom as that of the older speakers, it is nev-
ertheless functiona1 and expressive. If a comparison can be made to Dorian's models
of speaker types, they most closely resemble the "young fluent speakers" of the
Embo area (Dorian 1981, 116), their linguistic "faults" passing unremarked in every-
day conversation with older speakers until a question of authenticity or idiom might
actually be discussed. One older informant suggested that theirs was a form of youth
speak, common in local English too. An analysis of younger Gaeltacht speakers, es-
pecially in the more strongly Irish-speaking areas, would be a fruitful area for further
research.
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Very good 66.7 86.4
Quite good 31.8 7.6
Not too good 1.5 4.5
Bad or None 1.5
Note: Parents' perceptions are presented in percentages.N = 71.
The qualitative interviews showed that participants' criteria for describing a
child as competent in the two languages, Irish and English, were different. Irish abil-
ity in the younger chi Idren in particular tended to be assessed by parents according to
the child's ability to conduct everyday conversations in the language, whereas skills
in English were often connected to more formal reading and writing. English abihty
was also often expressed in comparative terms, a child's progress being compared to
that of the peer group and relations living elsewhere in Ireland or abroad. This is nat-
ural in that English-speaking society is much broader but also displays a more tar-
geted approach to English acquisition, with greater value being placed on English lit-
eracy and education for wider communication.
Irish Literacy
Actual ability in reading and writing Irish is a good indicator not just ofa person's lit-
eracy skills but also of their experience with the standard language, as this is the vari-
ety that they are most likely to encounter in written f0I111.
Table 8.4 reveals some stark facts. Only just over halfofthe fifteen- to nineteen-
Year-olds claim to have no problems in reading Irish, despite the fact that the sur-
vey sample is of fluent Irish speakers who live in an environment where Irish is
Spoken as a community language and who have done all their schooling through the
medium oflrish. Those who are least confident about their reading skills are actually
those who have the most contact with the written word-the school-age category
(fifteen- to nineteen-year-olds) and that of the majority of the parents of younger
AbilityinIrish(percent)
15·-19 20-29 30-44 45-59 60+
Years Years Years Years Years--- (1'1 = 46) (11 = 46) (1'1 = 60) (/'I = 40) (n = 47)I can only read it when it is a local 17.4 6.5 15.0 7.5 17.0variety of Irish
I can read Irish well, but sometimes 23.9 28.3 20.0 15.0 12.8
have problems
I have no in reading Irish 52.2 60.9 50.0 70.0 59.6_*--""'''''__ -IIO''~'''''
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children in the survey (thirty- to forty-four-year-olds). It is in these two groups that I1
there is also a small peak in the percentage claiming that they can only read a local
variety of Irish. The peak in the sixty plus group can be attributed to the most elderly
in this open-ended group, some of whom did not attend school in their youth or for
whom their only reading materials in Irish are collections of local history and folk-
tales published in the dialect. Difficulty in reading Irish is not just associated with the
problems of the standard but also is associated with aliteracy in Irish, literacy in Irish
being tied to schoolwork and to only very limited usage beyond. Indeed, those who
claim to have no difficulty in reading Irish may not actually read very much in the
language in their everyday lives. Nevertheless, the official standard is the only writ-
ten form of the language experienced by the vast majority of informants. The qualita-
tive data clearly show that there is alienation with the written word because it is in
what is perceived to be an inauthentic variety. Exclusive use of the official standard
in schooling since the 1950s is clearly an element in the complex matrix oflanguage
endangerment, particularly for the younger age groups and their parents who are
most in contact with it.
Language Standardization and Irish Dialects
It is 1I0t unusual for a recently coined standard variety to create ambiguity about au-
thenticity in communities undergoing language loss and revitalization. Fafich Broudic
(1995a) observes that revived standardized Breton, which accounts for most of what is
written and published in the language, is not accepted as authentic by the majority of
native speakers but that with few exceptions these speakers have not transmitted any
variety of their language to their children (Broudic 19lJ5b). In Ecuador, field research
(King 200 1,93-99) has shown that the main point of contention between older native
Quichua speakers and their younger relatives who have learnt the Unified variety is
perceived authenticity, notably in respect of neologisms and pronunciation. The Irish
of the Munster Gaeltacht regions, including Muscrai, differs in this dynamic from
other minorized languages in that there was a relatively strong written tradition in the
dialect that is perceived to have been replaced by the official standard while the contin-
uing processes of language shift have taken place. The official standard is not deemed
to be dialect neutral; one informant from Cuil Aodha explains his reasons for speaking
(local) Irish only to his children thus: "Deinim e chun an teanga a choirnead beo aguS
gan an droch-Ghaoluinn chaighdeanach n6 Chonamarach a bheith i Muscrai" [I do it
to keep the language alive and to avoid bad Standard or Conarnara type Irish coming
into Muscrai],
Language revitalization is the overt aim of the state and is widely SUPPol1ed in
national surveys (6 Riagain and 6 Gliasain 19(4). Whilc there is no evidence that
the vast majority of Irish speakers in the Gacltacht are not in favor of the preservation
and development of Irish, there is strong evidence that the speech community and the
national collective diverge significantly on the role and form ofthe target variety to
be revitalized. Whereas the language policy of the state is explicit in this respect, the
standard language being the only variety used in administrative publications and the
school curricula, the unwritten but nevertheless forceful language policy ofthc com-
munity does not totally accept the dominance of the standard. There is also an
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there is a lso a small peak: in the percentage cla iming that they can only read a local 
variety o ff rish. The peak in the s ixty plus group can be attributed to the most e lderly 
in thi s open-en ed group, some o f whom did not attend school in their youth or for 
whom their only reading materi als in Iri sh a rc coll ections o f loca l hi story and fo lk-
tal es published in the di a lect. Difficulty in reading Irish is not just a sociated with the 
problems of the standard but al so is a sociated with alite racy in Iri sh, lite racy in Iri sh 
being ti ed to sch olwork and to only very limi ted usage beyond . Ind ed , those who 
claim to have no di fi culty in reading Iri sh ay not actuall y read very uch in the 
language in their everyday li ves . Nevertheless, the o fi c ia l standard is the onl y writ-
ten form o f the language ex perienced by the vast aj ority o f informants. he qualita-
tive data clearly show that there is alienation ith the ritten ord because it is in 
hat is perceived to be an in uthenti c a ri ety. xclusive sc of the o fi c ial standard 
i  ch oling since the 0s is l ea rly n lement i  the omplex atrix f language 
ndangemlent, arti cularl y for t e ounger uge roups nd the ir arents ho re 
ost i  contact ith it. 
anguage tandardization nd  i lects 
  no  usual r  eently ined tandard ri ety  rea te big ui ty out -
enti c ity  munities dergoing nguage ss d itali zation. iich roudi c 
1995a) se rves at ived ndardi zed ton, i ch counts r st f hat  
i ten  li shed   guage,  t cepted  thenti c  e j o rity  
i ve akers t t th  eptions ese akers ve t nsmittcd  
iety  ir uage  ir ildren ro udic 1} ).  ador, i l  earch 
ing 1 , 3- 9)  n t  in int  te ntion t en e r ve 
chua akers  ir ger l ti ves  e rnt  fied riety i  
e ived enticity, bl y i  r ect  logisms  nunciati on.  Iri  
 t  ster cltacht r i ns, i iliding cra i, fers i  t  amic  
o r ri zed l uages in t t th e  a r i vely s g tten t iti on in t  
di lect t  is p eived t  h  b c.:n re ced  t  o ial st ard e t  c tin-
ui  p ses o la age s t hu  ta n pl .  o ial st a rd is n  d ed 
to b  di ct n l ; o  i r ant fr  Cll  a e a ins hi  re ns fo  s ing 
( l l) Iri  o  to hi  c ren th  " inim c c  an te u a c imead b  ag  
ga  an dr -Ghaoluinn c hdcanach n6 C amarach a bh  i ll rai" [I do it 
to ke  the lan ge a li  a  to av  ba  St ard or C mara ty  Iri s  co g 
into Muscrai) . 
La ge rev ization is the ov  ai  of the stu  an  is wi l  slIpported in 
nati l sur s (6 Ria i  an  6 G li in 1') 4). Whi Ie thrr  is no ev i ce that 
the vast maj ity o f Iri s  spe rs in the Ga cht a re not in fa v  of the pres rvati on 
and dev ment o f Iri s  the  is stro  evi ce that the spl'  co ity und the 
nati l col ive di v  sig antl y on the role and for  o f the targt·  va ri  to 
be rev it l zed . Whe s the lang e poli  o f the state is l:x pli it in thi s res t, the 
stan  lang e bein  the onl  vari  used in admi trati ve publi ti olls and the 
scho  cur i a, the unwri n but neve le s force  lang e po li  o f e co -
munit  docs not totall  ac e  the domi ce o f the stand . The  is also an 
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important mismatch between the community's own ideology and practice: the con-
tinuing decline in th.>:vitality of localized Gaeltacht varieties of Irish is evidence of
,the language community's estrangement from the home variety in favor of English.
This drift away from robust dialectal use is reinforced by schooling, where only the
standard language is used in reading and writing. The authority of the standard lan-
guage is, however, ambiguous. It requires practitioners to accept it as a subtle, dia-
lect-neutral, and effective tool for national communication, yet this goal is quite ab-
stract as, even among highly competent Gaeltacht Irish speakers, productive reading
and writing in Irish is linked to schooli~g and not widely practiced by the majority
after school years (Ni Mhianain 2003; 0 hlfearnain 2005). It requires effort to ac-
quire a command of the standard, a variety that is seen as somewhat synthetic and of
limited practical use in their daily lives. Estranged from their home variety through
the dynamics oflanguage shift and because it is not reinforced at school, the standard
is equally I.:Si..e_ctedby some as a legitimate and useful target variety because of its dis-
tance from [oca] authentic speech, adding to the spiral-of linguistic marginalization.
The Authorship and Authority of Official Standard Irish
The development of an Caighdean Oifigiuil, Official StandardIrish, was driven by
the needs of statehood and the role ascribed to Irish as the national and first official
language by the constitution. Its development conforms closely to the stages of lan-
gUage planning in Haugen's mo~lel (1959), based on Norwegian, with which it was
Contemporary. The modern standard's origins are in the cultural nationalist move-
ment of the nineteenth century, and it represents a fundamental paradox. The revival
mOvement was built on an ideological commitment to the revitalization and develop-
ment of cain! na ndaoine (the speech of the people), a dialectally diverse language
with an impoverished spread of domains of usage, as a unified national language.
The full version of the standard was first published in 1958 (Rannog an Aistriuchain
1958). It has been reprinted many times and is still the authoritative handbook, al-
though there are frequent debates about its reform (e.g., 6 Ruairc 1999; 6 Baoill
2000; Williams 20(6). The 195X volume covers mainly grammar and orthography,
Complementing Cl document published some eleven years earlier that dealt only with
Spelling reform (Rialtas na hEireann 1947). By the 1970s the standard spelling and
grammar were firmly established as the only authoritative variety in the state admin-
Istration and education, the key domains of Irish language policy.
('The authorship of standard Irish is officially anonymous. It is the work of Rannog
an Aistriuchain (the "Translation Section"), which is a service of the Houses of the
Oireachtas, being the Dail (National Representative Assembly), Seanad (Senate), and
Oi/ig an Uachtarain (the President's Office). The handbook's origins, and so those of
the standard itself, arc thus in Rannog an Aisrriuchaiu's desire for internal consis-
tency in the provision of Irish versions of government and legislative documentation.,
The first version of the full standard was published in 1953 with the more tentative ti-
tle of Graniadach na Gaeilge=-Caighdean Rannog an Aistriuchain [Irish Gram-
mar-The Translation Section's Standard]. This was seen by Rannog an Aistriuchain
as the first step in a national consultation about the standard. They write (Rannog an
Aistriuchain 195X, viii) that the opinions and suggestions they received as a result of
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ortant smatch t en  munity ' s n o logy  c ti ce: e n-
Uing cline  ;.:: itality f a lized e ltacht rieties  ish  idence f 
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e velopment f  eim i itlil, ficia l ndard Iri sh, s iven  
 eds f teh od d · e le ribed  h  e tional  st fi c ia l 
guage  e nstitut ion.  velopment nforms se ly  e ges f -
u e nning  ugen 's l 1 59), sed  rwegian, ith hi ch  s 
t mporary . he dern ndard's ri gins    ltura l ti ona li st ve-
nt f  et enth cntury,   resents  amental radox . e ival 
ent s ilt   ologica l mitment   italiza ti on d velop-
nt f t  i  e eech f e ople),  l ectall y verse guage 
th  poveri shed read f a ins f ge,    fi ed ti onal guage. 
e ll rsio n f e t nda rd s st bli shed   a n6g  istriLlch,\ in 
).  s en rinted ny es d  i l e thoritati ve ndb ok, l-
ugh e re  uent bates out  form . . ,  airc ;  oi l 
0; illi ams (6) . e 8 lume ve rs inly mmar d rthography, 
lementing i.I cument bli shed e l ven rs rli er at alt l y ith 
s lling f rm ia ltas  i rea n ) .  e s e ndard e ling  
mmar re l y tab li shed  e l y thoritati ve ri ety   te in-
t ion  cati on, e  a ins f sh guage li cy. 
 thorship f ndard h  ticia lly onymous.    rk f 6g 
Q  trillchciin e ranslat ion cti on"), hich   rvice  e uses f  
ireaehtas, ng e d ationa l prese n ative ssembl y), t/ od nate),  
!f   t rt in e s ident's fi ce). e ndb ok's rig ins,   se  
 ndard e lf, rc s  nn6g  istriuclul in 's s ire r ternal nsis-
cy  e rov is ion f sh rs ions f vernment d islati ve cumen ation;J 
 rst rs ion f  ll ndard s li shed   ith  re ntative 
 f C l/lo ch  C l e- aighdean l1 dg £111 triuchCtil1 sh ram-
r- T he ranslation cti on' s ndard) . i s s n  nn6g  istriuehain 
  st p   t ional nsul ta ti on ut e ndard . ey rite a n6g  
i triueh,\ in 8  ii ) t e inions  ges ti ons ey e ived   ult f 
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that publication formed the basis for the next draft, which was itself then given to un-
named people who they knew to be interested in grammar and who had expertise in
the field.The major work in establishing the standard then took place in 1957 as all the
previous work and input were reassessed. They declare further that "helpful advice
was given by native speakers from all the Gaeltacht areas, from teachers, and from
other people who had particular knowledge of the language, andit was agreed with
the Department of Education that this booklet should be published as a standard for
official usage and as a guide for teachers and the general public" (translation from
Rannog an Aistriuchain 1958, viii). The standard was thus developed by a small
group of language professionals who sought advice from unnamed experts and ac-
quaintances for the specific purposes of government administration. Having devel-
oped this useful tool for internal use, it was crucially then adopted by the Department
of Education, and so guaranteed its central position through schooling.
The standard is constructed on four basic principles, translated here from Ran-
nog an Aistriuchain (1958, viii):
I. As far as possible not to accept any form that does not have good authority in
the Ji ving language of the Gaeltacht;
2. Choose the forms which are most widely used in the Gaeltacht;
3. Give appropriate importance to the history and literature of the Irish language;
4. Seek regularity and simplicity.
Although these guidelines show that Gaeltacht Irish varieties played a key role
in the founding ideology of the standard, and the authors themselves do say that all
its forms and rules comply with the usage of good Irish speakers in "some part" of
the Gaeltacht, each of the decisions on the standard form can be contested. For exam-
ple, no definitions are given of "good authority" as opposed to any other kind of
authority. Although using the most widely used form of a word or grammatical struc-
ture may seem democratic, it is not stated whether this means that which is under-
stood most widely throughout the country or that which is used by the largest number
ofGaeltacht Irish speakers. The latter might leave the authority consistently with the
dialect(s) of Conarna ra, which although only one part of the Gaeltacht contains about
half of all of the Gaeltacht's Irish speakers.
While setting out its preferred forms, the standard professes not to impose itself
as the only acceptable form of the language.: "Tug ann an caighdean seo aitheantas ar
leith d'fhoirmeacha agus do rialacha airithe ach ni chuireann se ceartthoirmeacha
eile 0 bhail na teir na toirmeasc ar a n-usaid" (Rannog an Aistriuchain 1958, viii).
[This standard gives recognition to particular forms and rules but it does not remove
the validity of other correct forms, nor does it forbid their usage.]
Il-Iowever much the authors may have wished to reconcile the existence of the
standard with the continued vitality of the regional dialects, the two have not existed
in total harmony. The dialects, being the native forms of Irish, have continued to lose
their vitality as part of a well-documented language shift that continues in the
Gaeltacht while they benefit from negligible recognition from the education system
and state agencies. The decline of the dialects is not simply a coincidence, but in part
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a Consequence of the promotion of the standard as a prestige form. It has its roots in
the natlOn~1 language ideology)
. Niall 0 Donaill, a native of the Donegal Gaeltacht in the northwest of the prov-
Ince of Ulster, was an intellectual and creative writer but also a state-employed tr '_
lator and lexicographer. He was the chief editor of the Irish-English Dictio:~~
Focl6ir Gaeilge-B"earla, which was first published in 1977 and is still the standar~
reference. He was an active member of the milieu that was working to produce the
standard in the 1950s and was one of its. champions. In his provoc~tive and highly in-
fluential essay on the development of Irish, Forbairt na Gaeilge (0 Donaj]] 1.951), he
clearly articulates his belief that although those who are developing the Irish lan-
gUage must be careful to cultivate its native roots, they should cut and prune it to
make it develop in more useful ways: "Is cosuil teanga le habhaill. Is e an bas di
scaradh lena freamhacha, ach is troimide a toradh na geaga a bhearradh aici" (0
Donaill 1951, 12). [A language is like an apple tree. Break its roots and it dies, but its
frUits, are heavier for cutting its branches.]
o Donaill makes the point forcefully in this work that the future of Irish is in the
cities and on the national stage and that the promotion of the dialects through an
OVerindulgence of caint na ndaoine is a danger to its progress: "Is e bun agus barr mo
sCeil go gcaithfear foreigean a dheanarnh ar chanunachas leis an teanga Ghaeilge a
shlanu" (0 Donaill 1951,56). [The basis of my message is that we must assault dia-
lectal traits/fondness for dialects if the Irish language is to be saved.]
Nevertheless, 0 Donaill observed the power that the standard quickly acquired
sOme thirty years later when he was editing a modern edition of a book by an author
frOIll his own area that was written in the early twentieth century. Writing in the liter-
ary and current affairs magazine Comhar, he commented on some local dialect forms
that clearly were correct and held authority locally, but which were now frowned upon
by editors as being illegitimate or displaced by the standard: "Ni 'ceartfhoirmeacha
eIle' a bhi iontu, ag cuid mhaith de luchr eagair na Gaeilge, ach foirmeacha rearnh-
chaighdeanacha ar faisceadh an rnuineal go reachtuil acu sna caogaidi i dTeach
Laighean" (0 Donaill 1981,21-22). [Many Irish language editors decided they were
not "other correct forms," but prestandard forms whose necks had been legislatively
~rllng in the 1950s in Leinsrer House (i.e., seat of the Dail and Seanad).]
It is clear that although the authors of the standard explicitly stated that they did
not intend to undermine any dialectal form th~t had a historical basis and was part of
the living language of the Gaeltacht, after having been adopted by the education sys-
tem and by all the state agencies, the standard took on its own dynamic to become the
Only acceptable form in most domains of written 'Irish usage. The fact that the stan-
dard is primarily a written variety has also led to a diglossic situation for the varieties
of Irish in the Gaeltacht, where spoken Irish takes as its basis the regional dialect,
IVhile all forms of written language tend toward the standard, as this is what is to be
fOund in textbooks and in most published material. Although the standard is flexible
to the extent that local dialect words and idiom can be used in a standardized text,
there is an observable dualism is its application, the point that 0 Donaill (198 J) high-
"ghts. Although many forms are "acceptable," clearly standard usage has deter-
n1lJ1ed the "preferred" forms for schools and official documentation. The association
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of the standard with written Irish and the popular perception of its prescriptive nature
are especially cause for concern in populations where the local variety has been
weakened through language shift and dialect attrition. As the standard variety ofIrish
has not developed as a spoken variety outside school-learner circles, it challenges re-
gional dialects but does not offer a complete alternative model-in effect imposing a
form of silence on native dialect speakers.
The perception that the local variety is distant from the new prestige forms of the
standard may also actually contribute to decline in the vitality of the spoken language.
Nancy Dorian (1987, 59) has observed that teaching a grammatically standardized
prestige version of a language to a community who speak a tangibly different variety
only emphasizes the marginal nature of their own dialect in their eyes and further un-
derminestheir belief in the language's role and legitimacy. This is certainly a factor
that can be observed in the Muscrai study but not one that applies to the whole of the
Irish-speaking population. In broad terms, it seems that those whose language skills
arc strongest, typically the older generations, have little difficulty in understanding
the standard language or indeed other regional varieties of Irish. In the course of field-
work it became increasingly apparent that the older speakers had a much deeper well
of passive knowledge of the language, based on oral tradition, the heavy literature
content of Irish schooling before the 19605, and exposure in their youth to relatives
and neighbors who had little command of English. The dynamics of language mar- ,
ginalization and the strengthening of the role of English in this bilingual society, cou-
pled with widespread aliteracy in Irish (i.e., most speakers have the ability to read and
write Irish but few develop the habit of using these skills), mean that the opportunity
to exercise these language skills is limited. While few outside the Ianguage-ccntered
professions arc productive users of the standard in their everyday lives, the elders tend
to sec it as a form they can understand that is a useful unifying tool for the national
language. In contrast, many younger speakers fall between two camps.
With some rare exceptions, younger Irish speakers do not have such a deep
knowledge of their regional variety because the bilingual society in which they live is
now dominated by English and the opportunities to obtain the profound passive
knowledge that older members of the community had arc no longer available due to
social changes such as the fragmentation of extended families. the concentration of
shops and social venues outside the local communities, and the diversification of
professions from farming and trades that kept people close to their homes. The older
speakers are mostly confident enough in their own variety, have enough residuallin-
guistic resources to understand interlocutors who speak other varieties, and have less
of a problem reading written Irish in the standard, a situation that. is akin to what
Haugen (1966), when discussing semicommunication between speakers of related
language varieties, described as the trickle of sufficient messages through a rather
high level of code noise. The difference between these older speakers and the youn-
ger speakers is that the latter have to make a conscious effort to acquire either the lo-
cal variety or the standard, or both, and are thus limited in the important passive abil-
ity to accommodate other language varieties, whether written or spoken. In the
formulation of language management policies, the target variety for revitalization is
thus ambiguous.
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are especi  caus  for conc  in pop l  wher  the local variet  has been 
wea  thr  lang  shift and dial  at riti  As the stan  variet  of i  
has not dev  as a spo  vari  outsi  sch rner circl  it chal s re-
gion l dial  but doe  not off  a co l  alt  o ·in eff  i  a 
for  of sil  on nati  di l  spe . 
Th  per  th  t  loca  vari  is dist  fr  the ne  pr  f  o  the 
st  a  als  act  c te to de  in the vita  o  the s  la  
 ri  (1  59)  o  t  te  a gr ica ly st ized 
 v r   a l e t  a c ity  s  a t  di t v ri  
 e izes t     t  o  i  in t  e  a  f  -
s.their f i  t  e 's r l  a  le i .  is ly   
t  c   d in t  e      t    t    t  
speaking tion.   , it     l e  
e st, t e lly   tions,   lty  tanding 
 rd e   r l ies  .   e fi
  e e asingly rent   r rs    r  
 i e ledge   ge,    tion ,   t re 
t nt   ling   s   ure  r   i es 
 bors    and  l sh.  i cs  age 
li zation   gthening     l sh   i ual i ty, 
  spread lit racy   ., t kers   lity  '  
t   t  elop  it f i g se ll s) ,    rtunity 
 rc ise ese age ll s  li ited . ile  tside  l uage- entered 
rofe sions e r ductive rs f  dard  t eir eryday ,  l e l s  
t  e    r    erstand at   f l ifying t l  t e ti nal 
l uage.  trast, ny ounger eakers f l  t een t o ps. 
ith e rare ceptions, ounger s  eakers  t ave ch   
nowledge f their regional ariety ecause t e ilingual ciety i  hich t ey live i  
ow inated y gli sh d t e portunities to tain the rofound assive 
nowledge that older e bers f the o muni ty had are no l ger avai lab le ue to 
social changes such as the fragmentation f extended fa ilies, the concentration f 
shops and socia l venues outsiue the l ca l communities, and the diversi lication f 
profe sions from farming and trades that kept people close to their homes. he older 
speakers are ostly confident enough in their own variety, have enough residual lin-
guistie resources to understand interlocutors who speak other variet ies, and have lesS 
of a problem reading wri ten I rish in the standard, a situation that is akin to what 
Haugen (19 6), when discu sing semico mun ieation betw en speakers of related 
language varieties, described as the trickle of su ficient me sages through a rather 
high leve l of code noise . The di ference betw en these o lder speakers and the youn-
ger speakers is that the latter have to make a conscious e fort to acqu ire either the lo-
cal variety or the standard, or both, and are thus limited in the important pa s ive abil-
ity to a comlllodate other language varieties, whether written or spoken. I n the 
formulation of language management polic ies, the target variety for revitalization is 
thus ambiguous. 
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Conclusion
Grenoble and Whaley (2006, 154-56) have argued that although standardization ha~
undeniable benefits for minorized languages, the very process can facilitate contin-
ued language loss for a wide variety of reasons. Written standards in particular un-
avoidably reduce variation and create new hierarchies of linguistic prestige. The stan-j, _
dard is an essential tool for the continued development of Irish as a national language.
It has served the national language community well, and modern Irish is now a highly
developed and subtle medium that can and is regularly employed to discuss all con-
~emporary issues from politics and intellectual and academic questions, through leg-
;Slatur~ and governance, to all f~cets of daily life. However, in those regions where
fIsh IS endangered as a cornmuruty language, the power of the standard as a prestige
written variety does itself contribute to the multifaceted process of linguistic endan-
germent because of the ambiguity of a target language for Gaeltacht speakers faced
wuh a shift or revitalization scenario. Language management has been shown to
Consist of sustaining or changing language practices and ideologies of the speaker
community to achieve certain linguistic goals (Spolsky 20(4). In the case oflrish, the
eVIdence would suggest that creators of a national language policy should seek a
compromise that would reinforce intergenerationa] transmission of the local variety
through schooling so as to avoid conflict in the target variety and to encourage corn-
n1unity language development. This would, however, require a change in the driving
language ideology of the national collective to accommodate the uncodified, yet
deeply rooted language ideology of the Gaeltacht in a productive way that would not
Undermine the national development of Irish that the national standard has manifestly
facilitated.
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